Dark pion is the one of the most natural and realistic model to make 3 → 2 contact interactions among models of the Strongly Interacting Massive Particle (SIMP). In this model, there is a perturbativity problem to satisfy the relic density with the self-annihilation. So we show the perturbativity problem can be alleviated and the SIMP pion model become more realistic by including dark vector mesons.
Introduction
A lot of indirect evidences for dark matter have been presented. Among them, observation of the Bullet cluster shows the presence of dark matter from the gravitational lensing effect and the X-ray spectrum for visible gases after collision of two clusters and it gives an upper bound on the selfinteraction of dark matter, σ self /m DM 1 cm 2 /g.
Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) is a candidate for dark matter that causes a "Miracle" and satisfies the relic density of dark matter with weak coupling and weak scale mass. Also, the self-interaction of WIMP is much smaller than the upper bound of the Bullet cluster. There are so many efforts to find WIMP in experiments, but we couldn't find a direct evidence of WIMP yet.
In this situation, the small scale problems have required self-interaction close to the upper bound of the bullet cluster. The small scale problems mean differences between simulations and observations of ΛCDM. Because large self-interaction (0.1 ∼ 1 cm 2 /g) can alleviate the small scale problem, researches on the self-interacting dark matter are very interesting.
It is natural to have a large self-interaction for light dark matter. In particular, Strongly Interacting Massive Particle (SIMP) has recently drawn a lot of attention [1] . SIMP is a plausible candidate for dark matter that satisfies relic density through 3 → 2 self-annihilation.
Pion SIMP with Vector Mesons
The simplest realization of the 3 → 2 interaction is definitely a 5-point contact interaction and the one of the best way to realize this contact interaction is Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) Lagrangian in the chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) [2] . This is a low energy dark pion model from the breaking of SU(3) L × SU(3) R → SU(3) V subgroup by the dark quark condensation. In this theory, WZW Lagrangian can be added by anomaly and it makes the 5 point interaction of the dark pions. However, minimal SIMP with pions only has perturbativity problem, so leading order ChPT could be broken down. It means that an expansion parameter of this theory exceeds the perturbativity bound to satisfy the relic density for the mass solving the small scale problem [3] .
To alleviate the perturbativity problem and to make a more realistic model, we consider dark vector mesons in this theory [4] . Because the pion Lagrangian gotten from the non-linearly transformed coset field theory is same with the pion Lagrangian gotten by integrating out the gauge bosons after gauging this subgroup, the vector mesons can be included easily as massive gauge fields of a gauged local SU(3) V in the ChPT. Detailed discussion on the model can be found in Ref. [4] . For simplicity, we consider degenerate pion and vector meson masses. Relevant Lagrangian terms for the 3 → 2 channel are
µνρσ Tr(π∂ µ π∂ ν π∂ ρ π∂ σ π)
where g is a gauge coupling, f π is a decay constant of π, a = m 2 V /(g f π ) 2 , and N c is the number of colors. Then, there are 7 types of the 5 point interactions with 2 types of resonances. For example, let's consider 3-pion resonance case (m V = 3m π √ 1 + ε V ) to check how much vector mesons alleviate the perturbativity problem. This resonance example with narrow width approximation (NWA) shows the largest effect of vector meson contribution. Also, we set the parameters or couplings of the Lagrangian as SM parameters as possible to make a realistic model. In the case of 3-pion resonance, 3-body decays of vector mesons to 3-pions are negligible, because the 3-body decay width is proportional to ε 2 V by phase space. So the decay width of vector mesons is almost decided by 2-pion decay of vector meson and this channel makes an upper bound of a when NWA is used (m V Γ V /(9m 2 π ) 0.1). As a result, the maximal value of a is 0.1 near 3-pion resonance.
Left panel of the figure 2 shows that the order parameter exceeds the perturbativity bound (m π / f π ∼ 2π) for the pion SIMP with the only WZW model. Right panel shows that expansion parameter does not exceed perturbativity bound for the pion SIMP with the vector mesons. So leading order analysis of this model is believable. Also, parameter space is wider than the only WZW case. Moreover, in the mass range of light dark matter (m π 1 GeV), order parameter always satisfies perturbativity bound, m π / f π < 6(4.5), for a = 0.1(0.01). Lastly, there is an enough parameter space for the various values of this model parameters.
Kinetic Equilibrium and General Masses
Because the one of the pion masses goes to kinetic energy of dark matter in the 3 → 2 channel, kinetic equilibrium condition with standard model particles is very important for SIMP [1] . There are possibilities for kinetic equilibrium if we include singlet scalar, sigma field or Z and mixing with the SM particles [5] . Singlet scalar or sigma field can get a mixing with SM Higgs. In that case, There are two ways, (1) pion-electron scattering and (2) pion-Higgs scattering with decaying of Higgs to SM fermions. Also Z can mediate pion-electron scattering for the kinetic equilibrium.
Moreover, a study of general masses for pions and vector mesons is important. If we consider broad spectrum of vector meson masses, there are many 3(2)-pion resonance points for selfannihilation. It will give us rich parameter space than the case of degenerated masses. The second interesting possibility is multi-component SIMP pion. If the mass difference of two lightest pions are small, they could be considered as multi-component dark matters. So there are interesting sides to study for non-degenerated masses.
